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I owe so much of the vitality of this work to others. punctum books took a chance on this book and embraced it for what is. I am enormously grateful for their support. The Graduate Center for the Study of Culture at Justus Liebig University not only originally made this project possible, but also introduced me to brilliant colleagues who wisely suggested I not fight the urge to write about Carl Sagan. I am particularly thankful to Sebastian Brand and Elizabeth Kovach, both great conjugators of ideas, for their comments and conversation over the years. To my first and second advisors, Ingo Berensmeyer and Hanjo Berressem, I am also deeply grateful — they have been exceptional readers and the most productive of critics.

Finally, to Philipp, my reenchanteur — your infinite charms are behind the best bits in these pages. A thank you does not even begin to do your contribution justice.